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This guide is intended to be read in conjunction with the:
SD Software Reference Manual and SD Software Reference Appendix available at:
https://www.digico.biz/docs/about/manuals_1.shtml
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1.0 Connections

The SD7 Quantum engine is the next generation audio engine for the SD7. The engine front panel features the
following connections: 2 x Optocore loop connections on HMA, LC, ST or Neutrik OpticalCON (Loop 2 Optional)
1 x Waves IO port.
PC reset Button
3 x DVI connector (DVI 1 - Overview Screen, DVI 2 - Not Currently in use, DVI 3 - test)
2 x USB 3
4 x RJ45 Network Connections (internal switch)
8 x MADI IO (BNC)
1 x Video Clock input (BNC)
1 x Word Clock IO (BNC)
1 x AES Clock IO (BNC)
1 x USB Audio (UB MADI)
2 x DMI Card Slots
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2.0 Application Changes
2.1 Session Structure
Processing Resources are no longer shared therefore the console has all the following resources available at both
48kHz and 96kHz: 256 Input Channels
128 Busses + Master
48x48 Matrix
36 CGs
16 Reverb FX
32 SHARC FX
48 GEQ

2.2 Layout
The console now features 6 layers of 6 banks on both the left and right surfaces displayed in Layout > Fader Banks
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2.3 Options
There is a single new option under the solo tab – Solo displays all aux sends. When active, this will open the Aux
Nodes panel on the master screen when a channel is soloed.
2.4 Audio IO
Like the SD7, the Quantum engine has 8 physical MADI connections. Unlike the SD7, the Quantum MADI ports are
configured at 48kHz to be 8 individual MADI ports or 4 MADI ports with redundant cable connections. This is
configured on a per port basis under the Connection drop down menu as shown below where MADI 1R is a
redundant connection.

At 96kHz, the connections are configured as 4 MADI ports with no option for redundant cabling.
Like SD7, a default session only creates 4 MADI ports. The remainder can be added using the add port function and
selecting the appropriate device type and connection.
The Quantum engine also has 2 DMI ports. DMI ports will be detected on conform all ports or by manually adding
the DMI type using add port.
The engine also has a USB Audio connection (UB MADI). This offers 48 channels or recording at both 48kHz and
96kHz although the USB audio connection will always be at 48kHz.
NOTE: SD7Q does not support DiGiRacks on Optocore (V220). A MADI connection is supported.
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2.5 Audio Sync
The Audio Sync page has been amended to cater for the extra connectivity.

Note – The Quantum engine uses the MKII Waves IO card. Although there is currently an option to Sync to Waves,
this has not yet been implemented in the MultiRack software or the Waves IO firmware.
3.0 New Software Features.
3.1 Aux nodes Panel and Nodal Processing
In Layout > Aux Nodes, there is a new panel that shows all the aux sends from the last selected channel.

Along the top of the panel are function buttons.
Solo. Each aux node can now be soloed. This feature can also be accessed from the channel screen expanded aux
panel or from the nodal processor control panel. The circular node On/Off indicator will show a green “s” when
nodal solo is active.
There are three Nodal processing mode buttons in the Aux Nodes panel.
Add. Touching add then selecting an aux node will activate nodal processing for that aux send.
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Bypass. Toggling this control will temporarily bypass the Nodal processing on the selected aux send. This function is
not recallable with snapshots.
Remove. This will remove nodal processing from the selected Aux send.
Nodal Processing.
Each Aux node send can now have SD Nodal EQ and Dynamics inserted in its audio path. This can be enabled on up
to 256 aux nodes. The number of nodes in use is displayed in the Diagnostics panel. Each nodal processor also has
its own entry in snapshot scopes and they are also included in the channel list.
If processing is active on a node, a purple P is displayed next to the node on/off button.

This status will also be visible in the channel strip aux display. When the node is touched in the Aux Nodes panel,
the processing controls will be displayed and assigned on the screen where that channel is located. Both the EQ and
dynamics controls will be displayed at the same time. There is also a control panel for aux node functions located in
the bottom right hand corner.
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3.2 True Solo.
This function allows the user to copy any internal processing used on an output buss to the solo buss so that they get
a true representation of what the artist is hearing. Any changes to the buss processing are updated in real time to
the solo buss. The True solo controls are accessed from the Solos panel or there is a new macro that will directly
open the True Solo panel.

3.3 Aux Node Send points.
These are now switchable between Post Fader, Pre Fader, Pre Mute, Mid EQ/Dyn, Pre EQ/Dyn and Pre Processing.
This can be selected per node using 2nd function and also for all sends on a specific aux buss from the aux master
setup panel.
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3.4 Insert Point Locations.
As with aux nodes, each insert point can be moved Post Fader, Pre Fader, Mid EQ/Dyn, Pre EQ/Dyn and Pre
Processing. Only one insert point can be in each location at any one time.

4.0 Miscellaneous
4.1 Diagnostics
The diagnostics panel has been amended to show the IP addresses of control PC and Engine board. The biggest
change is in the engine tab as pictured below.

The dates shown for the SHARC and FPGAs are the codes running on the FPGAs. Available dates are no longer
shown.
FPGA1 (Core FPGA) deals with Audio IO, Routing and Busses
FPGAs 2&3 (Channel FPGAs) deal with channel processing, nodal processing and reverb FX.
The version number shown in the environment column the code number of firmware running on the ARM Processor
on the engine board. The presence of this number also shows that there is USB communication between the control
PC and the engine board.
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4.2 Setting the Console IP Address
The SD7Q Engine contains 2 devices that require an IP address. The Console PC and the Engine Host Interface.
Both devices' IP addresses are displayed in the console diagnostics tab. They must be adjacent IP addresses, or the
console will not function.
The IP Addresses should be set using SD7Q Network Program located in the Windows Start menu. It is also located in
the D:\SD7Q folder.

This program allows the user to enter a single IP and subnet mask. This is the IP for the Console PC and the
application will automatically set the Host Interface controller's IP to the correct sequential address. Once the
required IP or Subnet has been entered, a console power cycle is required for the change to take effect. Pressing the
OK and Shut Down button will initiate the Shut Down procedure.
4.3 Disk Drives.
The Quantum engine Contains 3 SATA Drives. There are separate C: (Windows OS) and D: (SD application) Drives and
there is also a drive located on the engine board for the ARM controller. This last drive is not visible in either the
SD7Q application or the operating system.
4.4 HORM
The C: Drive is protected by HORM. There is now a separate application called Hormswitch that manages the HORM
system. This is accessed from the Windows start menu.

The process is fully automatic (including the console restart).
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4.5 Upgrade Quantum.
The Update All button will update all 3 SHARCs and all 3 FPGAs whether they need updating or not. It does not
update any other devices. As there are 3 FPGAs, the update may take some time.
If the host interface needs updating, once complete, the console will asked to be power cycled (NOT restarted). The
Host should therefore be the last thing that is updated during any update process.
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